
Car Lamp

X-treme Ultinon
LED

 

W21/5 T20

Red intense

75 lumen

Stop & tail light

 
12768X2

Maximum road safety and style
Intense bright light

High intensity red LED exterior car light for stop & tail function. Fast response time

when braking. Extreme heat and vibration resistance for ultra-long service life.

Intense bright light

Red intense bright light effect

Maximum road safety

ECE beam pattern compliant*

Faster response time

12 year lifespan

12 year lifespan

3 year limited warranty for consumer usage



Car Lamp 12768X2

Highlights Specifications
Red intense bright light

High power red intense LED car light. Stylish

and safe as the latest cars

ECE beam pattern compliant*

Similar or better beam pattern than standard

halogen lamp, to see and be seen better. *

There is no ECE regulation existing for LED

bulbs. ECE beam pattern compliance is tested

on several commonly used luminaires where

the LED bulb beam pattern matches the ECE

approved halogen beam pattern

Faster response time

In comparison to conventional light bulbs,

Vision LED helps you to signal other road

users even faster. When driving at a speed of

100 Km/hr, the benefit for the other road

users could lead up to 8 meters extra

anticipating distance.

12 year lifespan

High heat and vibration resist

3 year limited warranty

3 year limited warranty for consumer usage

Product description

Technology: LED

Application: Stop light, Tail light

Base: WX3x 16d

Range: X-treme Ultinon LED

Type: T20, W21/5

Color temperature: Red

Lifespan: 12 years

Lumens [lm]: 75

Voltage [V]: 12

Wattage [W]: TBD

Marketing specifications

Expected benefits: Maximum road safety and

style

Product highlight: 12 year-lifespan, Intense

bright LED car light, Fast response time

Logistic data

Quantity in box: X2

Reference: 12768X2

EAN (Japan): 8727900387759

Ordering code (Japan): 38775930
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